A new MDO method for Control-ConfiguredVehicle (CCV) aircraft design is presented in this paper. The method allows CCV to be incorporated directly into a conceptual and preliminary configuration concept design Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) methodology, where freedom to change the configuration to exploit CCV is most readily available. To handle the CCV design objectives, the approach uses a fuzzy-logic algorithm to assign a risk metric based on the required flight control system complexity. This metric is then combined with traditional configuration metrics, such as weight and performance, to yield optimized aircraft configurations that directly include the effect of an active flight control system. Numerical results from a high-speed, civil transport aircraft design study are presented and clearly demonstrate how horizontal tail area and center-of-gravity location can be optimized with respect to flight control system complexity.
Introduction
In the mid 1970s, flight control research was focused on the concept of a Control Configured Vehicle (CCV). [1] The goal of CCV design was to improve aircraft performance through the use of active control. CCV concepts under study at the time included: improved handling qualities, flight envelope limiting, relaxed static stability, gust alleviation, maneuver load control, and active structural mode control. [1, 2] Many of the concepts were flight tested and, in some cases, the CCV design concept allowed for modifications of existing aircraft. For example, CCV concepts were used on the L-1011 aircraft to increase the gross take-off weight while minimizing wing structural changes. [3] A design methodology is needed to find the optimum combination of control system development cost and total aircraft system performance and cost. Kehrer, for example, describes how use of stability augmentation methods during preliminary design led to a 150 inch reduction in fuselage length for the Boeing 2707-300 Supersonic Transport (SST). [4] The shortened fuselage also led to reduced vertical tail size and gear length, with a weight savings of 6,000 lbs and a range increase of 225 nautical miles. The weight savings reported by the Boeing study came at the expense of an increase in control system development cost, however. The total cost of the Boeing SST flight and avionics systems were estimated to be double that of the Boeing 747. As a result, there was an assumption that the increased flight control system design complexity and cost (risk) was balanced by the performance improvements in the new design.
McRuer argues that the first CCV aircraft was the YB-49 flying wing. [5] The YB-49 was actually flight demonstrated at a 10% unstable static margin, using an automatic control system. The X-29 forward-sweptwing aircraft represents one of the more recent aircraft wherein the ability to use active control had a significant impact on the airframe configuration. [6] To achieve the performance benefits of the forward swept wing-canard configuration, the X-29 airplane was required to have a 35% unstable static margin. Even more recently, the F-117 and B-2 aircraft undoubtedly have poor bare-airframe stability characteristics but have reached production status because of active control. Each of these aircraft configurations would not be feasible had the impact of active control not been considered at the conceptual design stage.
The CCV concept fostered research on the impact of active control on aircraft configurations. During this early development period, the realization that aircraft performance gains were achievable using active control was an important motivation for multivariable control research. [7] Today, the use of a multivariable flight control system is accepted and even expected. However, to a large extent, a quantifiable impact of active control on the aircraft configuration design and layout has not been exploited. Design rules are certainly being used within airframe companies to include the benefit of active control on the configuration design. However, there appears to be no current systematic method through which the configuration can be optimized within the constraints of control system structure and control power. Figure 1 illustrates the traditional and CCV design processes as described in Ref. [1] . The "traditional" design process includes flight control design on the outside of the primary configuration selection and optimization loop. This process is represented by Fig.  1(a) . Basically, the airplane configuration is established through optimization amongst the aerodynamic, propulsion, and structures disciplines.
The flight control design is not conducted until after the final aircraft configuration has been selected. Therefore, the design of the flight control system has no impact on the airplane configuration. The CCV design process is illustrated by Fig. 1(b) . The CCV design concept includes active control system design in parallel with the other disciplines for configuration selection and optimization. Thus, flight control design directly affects configuration selection. However, the implication is that a complete control system design is carried out for each configuration iteration. Morris and Kroo, for example, include a "dynamic" quadratic model-following control cost function term along with several "non-dynamic" terms related to the configuration in their optimization strategy. [8] One of the primary drawbacks of this approach, and others like it, is that a complete control system is designed at each iteration step. [9, 10] It is the authors' view that very few, if any, flight control design techniques are automated to the point that they can be embedded in an automated design procedure that does not allow human intervention.
Other researchers have attempted to optimize the flying qualities of the aircraft directly. [11] If the flying qualities of the bare airframe are optimized, then it is reasoned that the control system of the aircraft will be inexpensive to develop and build. However, this approach ignores the benefits of active control completely and is contrary to the objectives of CCV design. This approach attempts to eliminate the control system rather than benefit from it. As a result, statically unstable aircraft such as the F-16 and X-29 would not emerge from this approach.
The natural extension of CCV design is to link flight control considerations and configuration design such that the best configuration can be obtained through numerical optimization. This type of cross-disciplinary optimization is the basis for Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO). An aircraft configuration MDO problem generally consists of separate modules which come from different traditional aeronautical disciplines such as structures, aerodynamics, and controls. The interaction between the structures and aerodynamics disciplines are at least clear conceptually -changes in geometric contours lead to lead changes in both fuel (drag) and structural weights.
Considerable work has been carried out at Virginia Tech developing MDO methods for use in the early phases of configuration design. [12] This research has led to improved understanding of both the MDO process and optimized vehicle design features. These efforts focus on variable complexity modeling, wherein the process uses several levels of fidelity of the different disciplines in the MDO process. Flight control system dynamics have not yet been included, but static control requirements such as engine-out, cross-wind landing, and the ability to rotate at takeoff and trim under approach conditions have been included. [13] The controls component of an aircraft configuration MDO problem would most logically be a method that, given aerodynamic and structural properties of a candidate configuration, would result in some type of control system risk assessment. The control system risk might include such issues as development cost, complexity, reliability, and maintainability. A practical MDO method requires that the control system risk be assigned without actually designing the control system. An early example of this approach is given by Sliwa, who used parameters such as static margin to determine if a flight control system was needed for a particular configuration. [14] One of the authors has recently proposed a method in which control system design risk is assessed using a set of rules driven by a fuzzy logic inference engine. [15] The rules are based on the experience of the control system designer and the result is a single, deterministic measure of design risk. This approach offers a significant benefit because the control system is not actually designed. Another benefit is that any previous experience regarding the control system implementation or operation can be included in the fuzzy logic rules. This paper presents the formulation of an MDO problem which includes control system design. We provide the link between the benefits of relaxed static stability and critical handling qualities requirements. The method is demonstrated by applying the MDO aircraft configuration design approach to a high speed civil transport.
MDO Including CCV
The MDO procedure for conceptual design of an aircraft seeks to define the configuration that minimizes some representation of overall cost subject to consideration from numerous disciplines. Many variations have been used in detailed implementations. Often the overall metric is take-off gross weight, although the true objective is actual cost; typically, direct operating cost or life cycle cost.
In this work, we introduce the concept of control system design risk as a means of incorporating the effect of an active control system. In general, the objective function should be a measure of the weight and complexity of the complete configuration. In the overall design, the primary contributor to vehicle performance from CCV is the ability to control an airplane when the bare airframe characteristics would otherwise require larger control surfaces or balancing for stability. This idea is closely related to the concept of relaxed static stability. [2] With most stability limits removed, the control power needed becomes the primary consideration in sizing the surfaces. Typical control power requirements include nose wheel liftoff and nose down control authority at high angle of attack. References [16] and [17] provide good discussions of the static and dynamic requirements for consideration in design for active control of subsonic and supersonic transports, respectively.
The impact of CCV can be treated through the use of weighting functions applied to the components of an objective function that is made up of several pieces. This approach has been used previously, and good insight into the relative importance of different considerations has been obtained. [18] Alternately, one could apply CCV requirements as constraints in the design problem.
Including CCV in the MDO process requires evaluation of the design at the critical stability and control conditions, which may not occur at the design point. Thus, while the aerodynamic performance of an HSCT is heavily dependent on the cruise drag, including trim, the control power is likely to be critical at takeoff and landing. Therefore, the MDO problem formulation must account for design evaluation at multiple flight conditions. This is similar to the structural design problem, where the critical load conditions can occur well away from the design point.
Aerodynamic Modeling for MDO With CCV
The number of configurations and flight conditions requiring aerodynamic analysis during optimization studies is very large, and the computational cost and time required to make the analyses is an important consideration in developing an MDO methodology. In our work establishing this new MDO CCV method, the APAS program [19] [20] has been chosen to obtain aerodynamic modeling information about the baseline configuration. However, our approach allows the user to replace APAS results with other aerodynamic results, new analytical and empirical estimation methods, and/or wind tunnel and flight test data to improve accuracy and efficiency.
APAS is a collection of linear theory, panel-type methods that is widely used to estimate stability and control characteristics. In earlier work, we investigated its accuracy by making comparisons to data for supersonic transports and found it to be generally accurate. [21] However, using a panel-type method such as APAS directly during an MDO study would require too much computing time, as well as an automated and robust geometric paneling method.
To reduce computation time, the variable complexity modeling approach is used in our aerodynamic estimation method. [12] This approach uses very fast aerodynamic models based on refined DATCOM-type methods, adjusted to agree with more accurate results at key design points during the optimization cycle. If the configuration geometry departs significantly from the baseline geometry, the model has to be readjusted.
Some of the DATCOM-type methods have been extended using analytic approximations beyond those previously available. [22] Thus, APAS is typically only used to estimate aerodynamics of the baseline and final configurations. Using analytic approximations also allows sensitivities to be computed analytically rather than numerically.
Flight Control System Risk Assessment
A fuzzy logic approach similar to Ref. [15] is used to assign a numerical risk value from the aerodynamic parameters determined for the configuration. At this point, the risk value is based upon the required control system structure or complexity. Other considerations such as reliability and hardware cost will not be addressed in this paper but they can also influence and be influenced by the control system complexity.
To obtain a measure of relative control system complexity, four separate control system configurations were studied for the longitudinal axis. These control system architectures are listed in Table 1 , along with a linguistic representation of their relative complexity. For example, a single-loop stability augmentation system (SAS) is consider a "medium" complexity design because this configuration is well-known and relatively easy to design.
The most advanced configuration under consideration includes a proportional+integral control structure and an angle-ofattack feedback to the aircraft flaps. This multi-loop configuration is considered a "very high" complexity flight control system. Since a numerical risk value is required for optimization, each level of complexity is assigned a range of possible values. Using an artificial scale ranging from 0 to 100, each level of complexity is given a range of 25. For example, a "low" complexity control system configuration is assigned the range from 0 to 25, a "medium" complexity control system is given the range of 25 to 50 and so on. These numerical ranges can be represented using fuzzy logic membership functions as shown in Fig. 2 . For reference, the "medium" complexity membership function is shaded in Fig. 2 . To illustrate the idea using our current longitudinalaxis rulebase, the XB-70 in a cruising flight condition yields a control system design risk value of about 40. This risk value clearly falls in the "medium" category according to the membership functions shown in Fig. 2 . Reference [23] describes the XB-70 longitudinal control system. The control system senses pitch rate, normal acceleration, and Mach number and controls the elevons and canard. It includes a second-order stick shaping filter and a first-order lead network for Mach stabilization. All of the feedback gains are static with the exception of one gain scheduled with altitude and one scheduled with Mach number.
In contrast, Ref. [6] gives a description of the X-29 flight control system. The longitudinal control system of the X-29 controls three surfaces: canard, strake, and symmetric flap. It includes four feedback variables in the longitudinal axis. During cruise, nearly all of the feedback gains are scheduled with Mach number and altitude. The control system structure consists of a proportional+integral feedback element with several complimentary filters adding up to about an eighth order control system. Using our current longitudinal-axis rulebase, this aircraft receives a risk value of 78 in cruise. A risk value of 78 is clearly in the "very high" risk category in Fig. 2 .
It should be clear that the risk values assigned for the XB-70 and X-29 are at least representative of the flight control system complexity for each aircraft. Therefore, while we do not have a direct measure of the actual cost to develop these systems, it would be reasonable to assume that the actual costs are closely tied to the complexity of the control system architecture.
As an example of rule base development using root locus analysis, consider the MIL-STD-1797 Short Term Pitch Response requirement for the cruise flight configuration (Category B). [24] This specification can be checked using a short-period mode approximation. The short-period mode transfer function from elevator deflection ( e ) input to pitch rate (q) output is typically given by the equation,
where sp is the short-period natural frequency, sp is the short-period damping ratio, and 2 is the pitch numerator time constant. The Level 1 part of this specification states that the short-period damping ratio must lie in the range from 0.3 to 2.0. In addition, the product sp 2 must also be greater than unity. These requirements can be represented on the complex plane as shown Fig. 3 . One can see from the complex plane representation shown in Fig. 3 that to meet the Level 1 flying qualities specification, the short-period poles must lie inside the shaded region in Fig. 3 . The outline of this region can be quantified using fuzzy membership functions. For example, the membership functions for short period damping ratio are shown in Fig. 4 . The membership functions shown in Fig 4 divide the shortperiod damping ratio into regions where it is either "within specification" (0.3 < ζ sp < 2.0), "above specification" (ζ sp > 2.0), or "below specification" (ζ sp < 0.3). To illustrate how the fuzzy logic rules are constructed, Fig. 3 also shows the pole locations for an aircraft configuration that has deficient short period damping. The bare airframe poles are indicated by the 'X' marks in Fig. 3 . For this configuration, it is possible to improve the short period damping by introducing a pitch damper, which consists of pitch rate feedback to the aircraft elevator. The pitch damper will move the short-period poles into the desired Level 1 region as shown by the curved arrow in Fig. 3 . A fuzzy logic rule that represents the pole locations shown in Fig. 3 is, 
X

IF the short-period poles are "complex and stable"
AND sp 2 is "within specification" AND sp is "below specification" THEN the control system complexity is "medium"
The result of this rule, when fired, is to assign a control system design risk metric in the range of "medium" complexity or a value between 25 and 50 from Fig. 2 . As shown in Table 1 , a pitch damper or other singleloop SAS is associated with a "medium" complexity range similar to the XB-70. Thus, the flight control development costs associated with this configuration will be equivalent to the XB-70. When combined with other rules, the defuzzification process of each rule will lead to a unique risk value for the configuration. Fifteen rules are required to completely specify the Level 1 Short Term Response flying qualities specification for cruise flight conditions. In the design examples that follow, three sets of rules are used to assess flight control design risk in the powered approach flight condition (Class III, Category C). The rulebases represent MIL-STD-1797 flying qualities requirements for Short Term Pitch Response, Control Anticipation Parameter, and Transient Peak Ratio. These rulebases consist of fifty-four, fifty-four, and fifteen rules, respectively. The final risk value is the largest predicted by each rulebase. Consequently, the final risk value is determined by the specification that would require the most complicated control system.
Model MDO Design Problem
We now demonstrate our MDO CCV procedure with a model problem. The baseline we used for our model design problem aircraft is the McDonnell Douglas D3230-2.2-5E Advanced Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Configuration (ASCAC). [25] This design reached the stage where considerable work had been done for NASA, including an extensive series of wind tunnel tests. Table 2 lists the aircraft geometric parameters that were used for the reference ASCAC model. The onequarter chord point of the wing mean aerodynamic chord (fuselage station 184 ft) was chosen as a reference point for the center of gravity location x cg . For the design problem the all-moving horizontal tail area will be varied but the planform shape will remain identical to the baseline. Two design variables are considered in our model problem, the normalized center-of-gravity shift x cg /cand normalized horizontal tail area, given by S h /S ho . These variables represent a center-of-gravity increment with respect to the mean aerodynamic chord and the ratio of horizontal tail area to the nominal area, respectively.
Note that, using the common aerodynamicist's axis system, a negative center-ofgravity shift moves the aircraft center-of-gravity forward with respect to its nominal location. Nominal values for design parameters are x cg /c -= 0 and S h /S ho = 1. Since the mass distribution details were not available, the inertia coefficients were estimated using approximate methods by Roskam. [26] The weight of the horizontal tail is usually less than 5% of the total weight of the airplane. Therefore, in this initial study, we neglected the horizontal tail size variation affect on the center of gravity location and the inertia coefficients.
The variable complexity modeling approach described above was used to estimate stability and control derivatives for this aircraft. First, three APAS runs for the baseline wing-body and horizontal tail in isolation were made. Then, six runs for the wing-bodytail with differing tail sizes were made. The paneled wing-body-tail is shown in Fig. 5 . All aerodynamic data required to determine the lift, drag, pitching moment, and pitch damping coefficients as functions of x cg /c -, S h /S ho , angle-of-attack, and control surface deflection could be obtained from these results. Then, following the variable complexity design approach, we used our extended-DATCOM methods to obtain the aerodynamic model for configurations around the configuration for which APAS calculations were made. Thus, a complete model for the aerodynamic characteristic changes due to variations in the center-of-gravity and horizontal tail area was obtained. 
J = C D + R
where C D is the trimmed aircraft drag coefficient in cruising flight (Mach 2.2 and 60,000 ft) and R is the flight control system design risk in the powered approach configuration. The best design should emerge by considering both technologies together in the conceptual design phase. The parameter is used to weight the powered-approach control system design risk relative to the trimmed drag coefficient in cruise. An example suggesting a process for selecting will be presented below.
Note that for convenience we are minimizing drag. The cost function can easily be changed without loss of generality. In previous work including structural design optimization, we minimized takeoff gross weight and drag is weighted indirectly from the fuel weight required to complete a mission. [12] Thus, for the first demonstration of our MDO CCV method we consider point performance metrics. The approach can readily be extended to include more disciplines and a complete mission metric, which is ultimately cost.
Horizontal Tail Sizing
The first MDO CCV problem we consider is the one-dimensional case where only the normalized tail area is used as a design variable. The center-of-gravity shift is fixed at its nominal value of x cg /c -= 0. We then determine the optimal tail size that minimizes the cost function J, defined above. The normalized tail size is allowed to vary from 0.5 to 3. Figure 6 shows the optimal horizontal tail area as a function of the weighting parameter . This figure shows that the optimal tail area increases as the weighting parameter increases. The trend is consistent with our expectations. For a small weighting value, the cruise drag coefficient dominates the cost function and a small tail area results because the solution is "aero dominated." Normalized Tail Area A much larger tail area results when the weighting parameter is large. A large weighting means that the value of risk R dominates the cost function during optimization. This situation leads to large horizontal tail solutions that are "control dominated." Figure 7 shows the resulting drag coefficient and risk values for each of the optimal tail areas from Fig.  6 . Again, the trends follow the expected behavior. When the solution is "aero dominated", the tail area is small and the drag coefficient is also small. However, Fig. 7 also shows that the control risk R is very large for the "aero dominated" solution. Recall that risk values near 60 indicate "high" design risk. The "control dominated" solution yields large tail areas and large trimmed drag coefficients as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Note that the aerodynamic penalty associated with the "control dominated" solution is an increase in drag coefficient of nearly 0.0010. This penalty comes from increasing the tail area by a factor of three.
It is also very interesting to recognize that the nominal horizontal tail area (S h /S ho = 1) provides a very reasonable tradeoff in control risk and aerodynamic penalty. From Fig. 7 , one can see that the control risk increases significantly for normalized tail areas below unity. On the other hand, the trimmed drag coefficient increases dramatically for tail areas above unity. As a result, the nominal solution appears to offer a very reasonable compromise between the two conflicting objectives. Our MDO CCV method is in agreement with the results of the much more detailed Douglas design study.
Tail Area and Center-of-Gravity Optimization
The second MDO problem uses both the horizontal tail area and the center-of-gravity position design variables in the optimization. The normalized tail area is allowed to vary from 0.5 to 3.0 again and the centerof-gravity position is allowed to move ± 0.2c -from the baseline position. Fig. 8 shows the trimmed drag coefficient for the ASCAC aircraft estimated using APAS and the DATCOM extensions. As expected, the drag coefficients in Fig. 8 increase with larger tail areas and more forward center-of-gravity locations. However, the effect of center-of-gravity position appears to be more pronounced than the effect of tail area changes. This trend occurs because the control surface deflection required to trim the aircraft increases as the center-ofgravity moves forward. The benefit of relaxed static stability can be seen on this graph because the trimmed drag coefficient is significantly reduced in the aft center- Figure 9 shows a contour plot of the control system design risk metric for the ASCAC aircraft in a powered approach flight condition. This plot illustrates the effect of the two design variables on control system design risk and, again, the nominal reference point is indicated by an 'X'. Figure 9 demonstrates that the aircraft variants with smallest tail areas and most aft center-of-gravity locations yield the highest control system design risk. This trend is expected since aft center-of-gravity shifts will tend to destabilize the short-period mode. The ridge at about 0-10% aft center-of-gravity shift, where design risk jumps from 40 to 60, essentially shows where the aircraft shifts from a statically stable configuration to a statically unstable configuration. It is noteworthy that the nominal configuration is very close to this stability ridge but just slightly on the statically stable side. Conversely, it is not surprising to find that the lowest control system design risk occurs when the tail area is the largest and the center-of-gravity is shifted farthest forward. Note that although the control system design risk is low here, takeoff rotation and trim to high lift is not considered in this problem, and may impose system penalties. [13] The fuzzy logic rulebase also yields information about the control system architecture required for each parameter variation. From Fig. 9 , we can identify three distinct regions of control risk values. In the lower left corner, where the risk values are less than 30, the rule that fires with the highest strength (antecedents resulting in highest degree of membership) indicates that the aircraft requires a pitch rate damper. In other words, the aircraft has deficient short-period damping ratio. In the region just to the left of the ridge, where risk values range from 30 to 40, the rule that fires with the highest strength indicates that the aircraft requires a pitch damper and vertical acceleration feedback signals like the XB-70. This two-loop feedback architecture is still considered a medium risk control system. Finally, those parameter variations above the ridge, in the top right corner of Fig. 9 , require a proportional+integral control system architecture. This architecture is very similar to the X-29 longitudinal control system and earns a "high" design risk.
Recall that the parameter is used to weight the powered-approach control system design risk relative to the trimmed drag coefficient in cruise. Returning to Figs. 8 and 9, one would expect that when is small, the optimal solution would be the minimum drag configuration. This solution is indicated by point 'A' in Figs. 8 and 9. It essentially defines the "aero dominated" design wherein the control system design risk is not taken into account. From Fig. 9 , one should clearly see that the control system design risk at point 'A' is over 60 which places this configuration in the "high" risk category.
Conversely, point 'E' shown in Figs. 8 and 9 indicates the optimal solution for the case when is large. This solution represents the "control dominated" solution because the objective function is dominated by the risk value R. As mentioned previously, the lowest control system design risk configuration has the largest tail area and the forward center-of-gravity shift. However, this configuration yields a (cruise) trimmed drag coefficient of 0.0260 which is nearly 0.0070 larger than the "aero dominated" solution, and would be considered unacceptable. Table 3 gives the optimal configuration solutions for several values of in between the "aero" and "control" dominated solutions. The solutions are each assigned a letter that is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 as well. From these solutions, a picture of the optimization history emerges. As the risk weighting parameter is increased from point 'A' to 'B', the solution jumps to the smallest center-of-gravity shift needed to stabilize the aircraft. Therefore, the point 'B' solution occurs at the largest admissible tail area and the smallest centerof-gravity shift relative to the "aero dominated" solution point 'A'. This result is consistent with the fact that the trimmed drag coefficient is influenced more by center-ofgravity shift than by tail area. Once at point 'B', the optimal solutions continue to result in a tail area ratio at the upper limit. As the control risk weighting increases, points 'C' and 'D' show a tradeoff in control risk and drag coefficient. Each increase in leads to lower control risk and a more stable aircraft. Finally, at point 'E', the "control dominated" solution is obtained with the largest tail area and the most forward center-of-gravity shift.
Conclusions
Flight control system requirements can be included in MDO aircraft configuration problems using concepts motivated by early CCV research. The control system "risk" or development cost can be assessed using a fuzzy-logic rulebase. The rules can be developed directly from flying qualities and control system specifications. For MDO applications, the resulting risk metric can be used in the optimization cost function or as a constraint.
Aerodynamic information needed for control system assessment is best generated using a combinations of modeling methods. In this work, the APAS program is used to define models across a course grid of the parameter space. Analytical extensions of DATCOM methods are used for information in between APAS models. The combination of these methods yields improved computational efficiency.
The results shown in this paper confirm that optimized aircraft configurations will be significantly altered by the inclusion of flight control requirements following the CCV design philosophy. This MDO approach produces numerical values for not only the risk level that is needed, but also the performance that is gained or lost.
There are many areas where the current research can be extended and modified to solve new CCV MDO problems. Vertical tail sizing is just one example of the many other aircraft design problems that could be addressed using the combined CCV MDO approach. Also, the definition of control system design risk included only control system complexity in this paper. Other considerations such as reliability, component cost, and maintainability could be included in the fuzzy logic rulebase. Static control power requirements such as nose-wheel lift-off and engine-out landing could also be used in addition to flying qualities specifications. These extensions will bring even more of the practical issues faced by aircraft designers into the structured formulation offered by the CCV MDO approach.
